Rotork provides
long term
commitment
to its global
customers

Rotork is the world’s leading designer and manufacturer of industrial
valve actuators, valve control systems, valve gearboxes and accessories
and enjoys an excellent reputation in nuclear industry. With an ongoing
commitment to invest, innovate and serve the nuclear power generation
industry the company has proven its value as a long-term partner for its
many customers around the globe. For both the nuclear island and the
balance of plant, Rotork’s global network is working hard to provide a
localized single source, supported by life-of-plant maintenance, repair and
upgrade services.
By Joanne McIntyre
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Typical outside containment installation of
Rotork Nuclear actuator.
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Supplying balance of plant
Despite the economic slowdown Rotork
has maintained its policy of expanding its
international operations, with new offices
recently being opened in China and the
US.
“The next big nuclear market will be
Russia,” continues Mr Elvira. “Rotork
already supplies that market with
complicated critical service actuators
on fast acting containment valves.
Now we’re focusing on supplying
balance of plant where we can offer a
superior technical product range than
the traditionally used Russian made
actuators.”
While most of Rotork’s current
Ivan Burnell, Business Development Manager and Carlos Elvira, Sales and Marketing Director,
with an example of the NA1E nuclear qualified actuator.
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Rotork NA range
actuators – such as this
70NA actuator - have
been qualified for safety
related duty in nuclear
reactor installations in
accordance with US
standard IEEE 382-1996
case IV-LOCA.
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The 90NAT-ISN10
nuclear qualified actuator

and in the nuclear industry is a huge
benefit to the end user.”
“In China 80% of all the new nuclear
power stations have installed Rotork
IQ actuators in the balance of plant.
Interestingly these are mainly sourced
through local Chinese valve companies.
The Chinese users have a program to
develop local products so that by the
time the third generation of power plants
are built most products supplied will
be 100% made in China. With a plant
already up and running in China, Rotork
is well placed to service this market.”

Dedication and Smart
Maintenance

The IQ actuator is used in nuclear power plants around the globe for balance of plant
operations.
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Facts & Figures

quality teams.”
Having supplied equipment to a nuclear

Name:

plant, maintenance is a key issue, explains

Group Companies:

Mr Elvira. “Service is extremely important

* Rotork Controls

Electric actuators and control systems

and in fact we have the most extensive

* Rotork Fluid Systems

Pneumatic and hydraulic actuators plus 		

after sales organization in the industry. In
every country where we are active in the

Rotork

control systems
* Rotork Gears

nuclear industry we have qualified nuclear

Gearbox assemblies for use with actuators 		
as well as direct valve operation

engineers to work with our products. It’s

* Rotork Process Controls

Continuous modulating duty actuators

simply not possible to be a supplier for

* Rotork Site Services

Overhauls, health checks, retrofitting, 		

the new build industry without having
provided this level of support over the

maintenance, etc.
Markets:

years. We are committed to supporting

power, water, chemicals, cement,

our products with spare parts and
providing complete traceability, and can

Onshore, pipelines, refineries, tank farms,
pulp & paper, marine

Offices:

17 Rotorrk manufacturing offices,

guarantee that in years to come we will

82 Rotork offices and over 250 agent and 		

be able to provide a part that is totally

distribution offices.

compatible and interchangeable with

Headquarters:

Bath, England

what we have sold to our customers
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